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This paper is devoted to the hopscotch scheme, which is a numerical integration technique for time-
dependent partial differential equations. We examine its linear stability properties. A general theorem is 
presented which provides sufficient conditions for boundedness of the numerical solution during time step-
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1. INTRODUCTION 
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This paper is concerned with stability properties of the well-known hopscotch scheme, an efficient 
numerical integration method for time dependent partial differential equations [2-6]. We shall examine 
the scheme for linear, homogeneous initial-boundary value problems. Particular attention will be given 
to the one-space dimensional convection-diffusion equation. 
Consider the linear differential system in 111m with constant coefficients 
; U(t) = AU(t) (1;;;.0), U(O) = u° (1.1) 
whereby it is supposed that (1.1) represents a semi-discrete, space discretized, partial differential equa-
tion. Tirroughout the paper we let the positive parameter h refer to the mesh width in space, which 
determines the dimension m. 
Let 1 1,12 be two diagonal mXm matrices whose diagonal elements are either 0 or 1, and such that 
11 +12 =I, the unit matrix. A hopscotch type scheme for (1.1) then fits into the formulation 
un +I = (I -T[iA)- 1(1+TI1A)Un (l.2a) 
(l.2b) 
(for n even). Here T > 0 is the stepsize in time and un is the approximation to the exact solution U 
of (1.1) at time tn = nT(n = 1,2, ... ). The choice of I 1,I 2 determines the particular type of scheme 
(odd-even, line, etc.) [3-6]. With Aj = TljA(j = 1,2) we can write (1.2) as 
un+2 =Tun (1.3) 
where 
(1.4) 
The conditions for stability of the scheme are governed by the matrix T. 
In section 2 we consider the effect for large n of an error in the initial value if T and h are fixed. 
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Let IHI stand for a given norm on !Rm as well as for the induced matrix norm. The hopscotch scheme 
(1.3) has a bounded error propagation i1f 
S1!£ II Tn II ~ Y (1.5) 
n;;;;;o 
for some y E (0, oo ). It is well known that there is a close relation between inequality (1.5) and the 
spectral radius p(T) of T. The spectral condition p(T) < 1 is sufficient for (1.5) whereas p(T) ~ 1 is 
necessary. In section 2.1 this will be made more precise, and we present sufficient conditions for (1.5) 
which are applicable for parabolic problems. Some related results of GoURLAY [3] are generalized and 
improved. For the odd-even hopscotch scheme applied to the convection-diffusion equation, using 
either central or one-sided differences in space, we shall give in section 2.3 conditions on T and h 
which are necessary and sufficient for (1.5). 
The stability condition (1.5) is a rather weak one since the upper bound y is allowed to depend on 
the stepsizes T and h. In particular for small h this y may become intolerably large. For the forward 
Euler method applied to the convection-diffusion equation this phenomenon has been given much 
attention in the literature (see e.g. [l] and the references therein). We pay attention to this shortcom-
ing of condition (1.5) in section 3 of our paper. 
2. STABILITY FOR FIXED GRIDS 
2.1. The spectral condition 
In order to formulate conditions equivalent to (1.5) we introduce some notation. By L(am), L(Cm) 
we denote the space of m Xm matrices which are real, complex, respectively. A matrix norm on 
L(am) induced by a given norm IHI on am is also denoted by IHI. For a regular matrix Q E L(Cm) 
we define the norm IHIQ on am by llvllQ = llQvlh (for v E am), where ll·lh stands for the Euclidian 
(12_) norm. The induced matrix norm on L(!Rm) is then given by llTllQ = llQTQ-
1 1h (for 
T E L(am)). Following [13] we call an eigenvalue A of T E L(am) defect if its (algebraic) multipli-
city is s whereas there do not exist s linearly independent eigenvectors for this eigenvalue. Further 
o(T) will stand for the spectrum of T, and the spectral radius of T is denoted by p(T). For 
R E L(am) or L(Cm) we write,R ~ 0 if Re(v* Rv) ~ 0 (for all veCm). Similarly we use the nota-
tions R > 0 and R ~ 0. Note that symmetry of R is not required. Finally, it is emphasized that 
throughout this section T and h (and thus m) are supposed to be fixed parameters. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let II· II stand for an arbitrary norm on am. The following three statements are equivalent. 
S1!£ llTnll < oo, (2.1) 
n;;;;;o 
p(T) ~ 1 and any A Eo(T) with 1"-1 = 1 is not deject, 
there exists a regular Q E L(Cm) such that llTllQ ~ 1. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
PROOF. By writing Tin its Jordan canonical form, it follows from theorem 3.1 in [16] that p(T) ~ 1 
i1f there is a y > 0 such that II Tn II ~ 1 + yn q - I (n = 0, 1,2, ... ), where q is the maximal order of the 
Jordan blocks belonging to an eigenvalue A of T with l"-1 = 1. We see that (2.1) holds i1f q = 1, 
which shows the equivalence between (2.1) and (2.2). 
The equivalence between (2.2) and (2.3) follows from the material presented in [9; sect. 2.3] ( cf. also 
[13]). 0 
Condition (2.2), a spectral condition, will be employed later for finding necessary and sufficient 
conditions for (2.1) for a concrete problem, the convection-diffusion equation. First we shall derive 
sufficient conditions for general problems by using the equivalence between (2.1) and (2.3). 
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It is clear that (2.1)-(2.3) hold for T itf these statements hold for a matrix S E L(lllm) which is 
similar to T. We define 
Sj = (I-Aj)- 1(I +Aj) (j = 1,2), 
S = S2S1. 
We then have the similarity 
T = (I-A1)-1S(I-A1). 
Further it is clear that llSjllQ os;;;; 1 (j = 1,2) is sufficient for llSllQ os;;;; 1. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose Q E L(Cm) is regular, and let R = Q* Q. We have llSjllQ os;;;; 1 (j = 1,2) if! 
B = AR-1 satisfies Bos;;;; 0,/1B = BI1. . 
PROOF. From [11; lemma 2 and its proof] it follows that llSjllQ os;;;; 1 (j = 1,2) itf QAjQ- 1 :i;;;; 0 
(j = 1,2). It is easily seen that the latter inequalities are equivalent to 
IjB os;;;; 0 (j = 1,2). (2.6) 
The ctmdition B os;;;;O,I1B = BI1 is sufficient for (2.6) because B os;;;; 0 implies IjBij os;;;; 0 (j = 1,2), 
and from I 1B = BI1 if follows that IjB = ~Bij (j = 1,2). 
On the other hand, since B = I 1 B +I 2B relation (2.6) implies B os;;;; 0. In order to show that (2.6) 
also implies I1B = BI1 we put Ji} = {w E cm:Ijw = w} y = 1,2). Any v E cm can be written as 
v1 +v2 with vj = Ijv E lij, and then vTijBv = vJijBvj+vj IjBvk (j = 1,2, k = 3-j). Using (2.6) 
it follows that vJijBvk = 0 (j = 1,2 and k = 3-j) for arbitrary v1 E V1>v 2 E V2 , and since we 
can choose vj = IjBvk we obtain IjBikv = 0 (for all v E cm, j = 1,2 and k = 3-J). The relation 
I 1 B = BI 1 now easily follows. 0 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose A =BR for some B,R E L(Cm) with R* = R > 0 and B os;;;; 0, I 1B = BI1• 
Then the hopscotch scheme is stable in the sense of (2.1) (for fixed T and h). 
The proof of this theorem directly follows by combining theorem 2.1 and lemma 2.2. If 
M = U :j EN, 1 os;;;;j os;;;;m, the j - th diagonal element of I 1 equals 1} then I 1 B = BI 1 itf the entries bij 
of B satisfy bij = 0 for i E M,j ff.Mor j E M,i ff. M. For instance for the odd-even hopscotch 
scheme, where M is the set of even integers between 1 and m, the condition on B reads b;j = 0 if 
i - j = l(mod2). 
Applications of theorem 2.3 ·lie in the field of parabolic equations as expressed in the following 
corollary. We note that a closely related, slightly less general result can be proved by using a corollary 
of [15,p.184]. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose A = -DR with D E L(lllm) diagonal with nonnegative entries and 
R E L(lllm) symmetric and positive definite. Then (2.1) holds. 
REMARK 2.5. Corollary 2.4 is a generalization of theorem 1 of GoURLAY [3]. His theorem is obtained 
if we set D = I. Theorem 2 in the same paper is obtained if we set R = I in our theorem 2.3. How-
ever the matrix A then must satisfy I 1A = AI 1 which is a severe and unnatural condition (see above 
and also [15; remark 2.5, p.183]). Finally we note that the statements of lemma 3(i) and the theorems 
3, 4 in [3] are not correct. For any of these statements it is possible to construct a simple counterex-
ample with a 2X2 matrix A (=-Hin the notation of [3]). For instance, the diagonally dominant 
matrix 
[
-1 1 l 
A =a -1/2 -1 
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with a > 0 sufficiently large, contradicts the statements of the theorems 3 and 4. 
2.2. Permuted forms 
In the previous section we have derived sufficient conditions for the stability inequality by using (2.3). 
In the following we employ (2.2) to derive necessary and sufficient conditions in some cases. We then 
have to deal directly with S, or with T, instead of S 1 and S 2. To make this feasible we introduce the 
permutation matrix P E L(am) such that 
[OJ 0] T PI1PT = O ,PJiP = 
and we denote 
A' = p APT = [ A II A 12 l 
A21 A22 
For given I 1 and I 2 we shall specify later on the matrix P. 
Consider the matrix S defined by (2.5), and let S' = PSPT. By some calculations we obtain 
s' = [ ~:: ~: l 
with Su = (I-A11)- 1(J+A11), S12 = 2(/-A11)-1A12, 
S21 = 2(1-A22)- 1A21(I-A 11)-1(1+A11) and 
S22 = (/-A22)- 1(/ +A22)+4(I-A22)- 1A21(/-A 11)-1A 12· 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
This form, although still rather complicated, enables us to calculate the spectral radius of S, and thus 
of T, in some simple situations. 
As an application we shall consider the odd-even hopscotch scheme applied to the convection-
diffusion equation where the convection term is discretized by central or one-sided differences. One 
can show that for the matrix A which then arises (see (2.11)) theorem 2.3 is not applicable. On the 
other hand the sufficient conditions of theorem 2.3 and corollary 2.4, which are useful for parabolic 
problems, do not easily follow from the permuted forms. 
2.3. An application of the permuted forms 
In this section we consider the odd-even hopscotch scheme. Suppose for convenience that m is even 
and set m' = m/2. Let 11 = diag(l,O,l,O, ... ,l,O) and let the permutation matrix P be defined by 
[Pv1 =Vu-Jo [Pv]m'+i =vu (for I.;;;;i.;;;;m',veam). Thus P puts all the odd components in the first 
m' positions and the even ones in the last positions. 
We shall analyze the stability properties of this scheme for the convection-diffusion problem 
a a a2 at u(x,t) + a ax u(x,t) = b ax2 u(x,t) (t >0,0<x < 1) (2.lOa) 
u(x, 0) given (O.;;;;x.;;;;I),u(O,t) = u(l,t) = 0 (t;;a:O), (2.lOb) 
where a ;;a: 0 and b > 0 are given parameters. For the space discretization we choose a uniform grid 
with mesh width h = 1/(m+1). For the diffusion term buxx we use standard second order 
differences. The convection term aux is discretized either by central or by one-sided (upwind) 
differences. 
Let E stand for the shift operator in am or am', 
0 1 
0 1 
E= 
1 
0 
The matrix A arising in the semi-discrete approximation (1.1) to the problem (2.10) is given by 
A = - ;,, (-ET+ E)+ : 2 (ET -21 - E) (for central cliffs.), 
A = - .E..(-ET +!)+_£_(ET -21-E) (for one-sided cliffs.). 
h h2 
In both cases we can write 
TA = a(-ET +E)+/J(ET -21 +E) 
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(2.11) 
where a =Ta /2h,/J =Tb/ h2 in case of central differences, and a = Ta!2h, fJ = Ta!2h + Tblh 2 
for one-sided differences. We define V, We L(Rm') by 
V = /J(ET + l), W = a(ET - l). (2.12) 
For the permuted forms of TA and S we obtain 
TA' = [ -2/Jl v + w] 
VT -WT -2/Jl 
S'= 
l:::JJ!._ 
1 +2/J l 
2 1-2/J (VT -WT) (1 +2/J)2 
2 
1+2/J (V+W) 
l:::JJ!._ l + 4 (VT - WT)(V + W) 
1 +2/J (1 +2{J)2 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
LEMMA 2.6. Let M = 4(1+2/J)-2(VT-WT)(V+W) and JI= (1-2/J)/(1+2/J). We have A e o(T) 
ijJA2-(p.+2J1)A+v2 = Oforsome µ. E o(M). 
PROOF. Let A= A-JI for A e o,(T) = o(S '). We have 
S 'v = AV, v = (vf, vil =/:= 0 
iff 
- 2 
AV1 = l+2/J (V+W)v2, 
Xv = 2 (1-2/J) (VT -WT)v + 
2 (1 +2/J)2 I 
- -By considering the _fases ~ = 0 and A=/:= 0 separately, it follows by some calculations that such vi.v2 
exist iff the matrix >..
2 l -(A+ J1)M is singular, which is equivalent with the statement 
-2 -A -(A+J1)µ. = 0 for someµ. e o(M). 
Substitution of >.. = A - JI completes the proof. D 
In order to use this lemma we investigate the spectrum of M. We have 
M = 4 2 [(a+/J)2ET + (/J2 -a2)(l +EET)+(a-{J)2E]. (1 +2/J) 
If a = fJ the spectrum of M only consists of 0. If a =/:= fJ then 
M = 4 (/J2 - a2) N ( .fi:::..!!_) 
(1 +2{J)2 {J+a 
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where 
is an m'Xm' matrix. We have the similarity 
Nm = diag(e"' ,en·- 1, •••• ~ N(l) diag(e"' ,en'- 1, •••• ~- 1 
and the eigenvalues of N(l) are given by 2+2cos(2jw/(2m'+ 1)) (I:s;;;;f~m') (see e.g. [7; example 7.5]). 
Consequently the spectrum of M is given by {µ.1, l"2, ... , Pm•} where 
P.j = 4 (jf-a21 [2+2cos(2jwh)] (l:s;;;;j:s;;;;m'). (2.15) (1 +2/3) 
Note that this also holds if a = {3. 
To formulate the main result of this section we consider the following condition 
a2 :s;;;; ! + 132. (2.16) 
THEOREM 2.7. Let a ;;a. 0,/3 > 0. Condition (2.16) implies p(T) < 1. On the other hand if (2.16) does 
not hold we have p(T) > 1 for h > 0 sufficiently small. 
PRooF. Let -;:::: stand consistently for either :s;;;; or <. According to lemma 2.6 the eigenvalues;\ of T 
are given by 
l\2 -(µ.+211);\+11 = 0 
where µ. ranges through o(M). The roots A of this equation have modulus -;:::: 1 iff I 11 I -S:: 1 and 
lµ.+211lo;:::I+v2. For any /3 > 0 we have 1111<1. It follows that p(T)-S::l iff for allµ. e o(M) there 
holds 
(µ.-(l -11)2)(µ.+(l +11)2)-S::O, i.e. 
-(1+11)2-S::µ.-S::(l - 11)2. 
Using (2.15) we see that p(T)-S::: 1 iff 
- l-S::(/32 -a2Xl +cos(2jwh))-;::::4{32(for j = 1,2, ... ,m'). 
From this relation the proof now easily follows. D 
For central differences condition (2.16) can be written as 
-r2(a2 -4b2 /h2) :s;;;; h2• (2.17) 
Hence, if a :s;;;; 2b / h there is no restriction on T for having stability in the sense of (2.1 ). In case we 
deal with one-sided differences condition (2.16) always holds, and thus p(T) < 1 for any ratio of T 
and h. We note that with one-sided differences this stability result is also valid if b = 0 (no diffusion). 
Of course, for the problem (2.10) to be well posed we then should omit the boundary condition 
u(l,t) = 0. 
3. STABILITY UNIFORMLY IN THE MESH WIDTH 
As observed previously the spectral condition and the related inequality (1.5) are not very reliable for 
ensuring stability in a practical situation, and not sufficient to establish convergence. This fact is well 
known, especially for the forward Euler method applied to the convection diffusion problem. Here we 
discuss it for the hopscotch scheme. 
If 11-11 stands for a prescribed norm on Rm (for m el\I) the stability constant y in (1.5) may tend to 
infinity if h ! 0 (even if at the same time T ! O; see e.g. [I; sect.10.5],[12]). Instead of stability for fixed 
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grids it is pref er able to have 
llTn lip :;;;; y (for all n EN,h >O,T:;;;;l[t(h)), (3.1) 
say for some Ip-norm, with t[l a positive function on (0, oo ). This is sufficient for convergence (provided 
we have consistency), due to the fact that we then have stability uniformly in h and m). Sufficient for 
(3.1) is ip-contractivity 
llTllp :;;;; 1 (for_ all h >0,T:;;;;l[t(h)). (3.2) 
This definitively excludes any error growth (in Ip). Moreover (3.2) is a natural condition in case the 
solutions U of (1.1) are such that 
llU(t +T)llp :;;;; llU(t)llp (for all t;;;;i:O,T>O) 
for any h > 0 and starting vector u° E Rm. This happens to be so for the semi-discrete version of 
problem (2.10) with p = 2 in case of central differences and with p = 1,2,oo in case of one-sided 
differences (see e.g. [l; sect. 10.6]). 
Unfortunately for the hopscotch scheme such desirable stability inequalities (3.2) are very hard to 
analyse, even in the relatively simple case of the odd-even hopscotch scheme applied to problem 
(2.10). By using the permuted form T' = PTP T one can show that in case we are dealing with one-
sided differences and b = 0 (omitting the right boundary condition) we have llTll 00 :;;;; 1 iff Ta :;;;; h, 
whereas II Tll 1 > 1 for any ratio of T and h. If b > 0 the situation already becomes very complicated. 
For many well known schemes applied to pure initial value problems with constant coefficients /2-
contractivity can be investigated by using Fourier transformations (von Neumann analysis). This 
analysis cannot be applied directly to the hopscotch scheme due to the fact that Fourier modes are 
not eigenvectors of T. However, by discharging half of the gridpoints von Neumann analysis is appli-
cable. For instance consider again the convection-diffusion equation (2.10). Suppose that A is defined 
as in section 2.3, and that [/I Un]j = Uj for j + n odd, [/I Un]j = 0 for j + n even (the odd-even par-
titioning). Then if we ignore boundaries the hopscotch approximations with j + n odd satisfy the 2-
step scheme 
Uj+ 2 = Uj-2a(Uj:t/-Uj:::/)+2P(Uj:tl +Uj:!:/-Uj:!:t-Uj) (3.3) 
' 
in case of central differences, and 
Uj+2 = Uj-2a(Uj+Uj+2 -2Uj:!:/)+2P(Uj:tl +Uj:!:/-Uj+2 -Uj) (3.4) 
for one-sided differences. Here a= aT /2h,P = bT / h2 • We refer to [6,14) for details on the deriva-
tions. Both schemes live on the uncoupled set of odd points. They are of the Du Fort-Frankel type if 
p > 0, and if P = 0 (3.3) reduces to the leapfrog method. Fourier analysis is applicable now to these 
schemes in a standard way. It can be shown [6,14] that both schemes are stable in the strict sense of 
von Neumann iff 
a2 :;;;; 1/4, (3.5) 
i.e. Ta :;;;; h. Stability in the strict sense of von Neumann is here taken to mean for any Fourier mode 
Uj = e'ei.,hj we demand l~I :;;;; 1 for all wh ER. This is equivalent to saying that the hopscotch 
approximations satisfy llI1Un+2 11i:;;;; llI1Unlh. 
Comparing (3.5) with the results of section 2.3 (inequality (2.16)) we see that the spectral condition 
p(T) < 1 permits a larger time step. To illustrate that results based on the spectral condition may be 
too optimistic we have carried out the following numerical experiment. 
Using the problem parameters a ::;:: 1, b = 0.01 and the initial function u(x, 0) = sin'ITx, we have 
applied the two schemes (3.3), (3.4) on a fixed space grid with h = 1 / 40 for nine values of· T given 
by T-I = 40-2i (0:;;;;;.;;;;8). Only for T = l / 40 condition (3.5) is satisfied while for the larger step-
sizes the spectral condition still holds (the critical value for (2.17) is T = 1 / 24). For all integrations 
we have plotted log10(l+llU2nll2) as a function of n (see Figure 1). The integers 0,1, ... ,8 near the 
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Fig. I. The plots on the left correspond to central differences 
and the plots on the right to one-sided differences 
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graphs correspond to T according to the relation T- 1 = 40-2i(O~i~8). 
The growth of the solutions for large T is clearly visible. In particular it is very strong for the 
scheme with central differences if T approaches 1/24. From a practical point of view this scheme can 
then no longer be called stable. On the other hand, for the one-sided scheme, which can be viewed as 
a central scheme with a larger (artificial) viscosity, the growth remains reasonably small for all the 
stepsizes. Thus for this example viscosity clearly helps for getting more stability, a fact which is not 
revealed by the von Neumann condition (3.5) (where boundaries are ignored). 
Finally we note that the initial decay of the solutions, which happens for all the stepsizes, is due to 
our very smooth initial function. With a less smooth u (x, 0) the same pictures arise but without this 
decay. 
In conclusion one can say that although the spectral condition gives no guarantee for stability (unif. 
in h) this condition does provide some useful information. It is a necessary condition for stronger sta-
bility inequalities such as (3.1), (3.2). In cases where such stronger stability inequalities are very hard 
to analyze (nonconstant coefficients, boundaries) the spectral condition still may be relatively easy to 
check (e.g. as in section 2.1 ), giving us some idea on permissable stepsizes. 
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